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PMS Press, United States, 2008. Hardback. Condition: New. New.. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Ever wish you could see a World War I Curtiss Jenny do a triple
loop? How about a squadron of American-made DH-4 Liberty bombers taking off on a mission over
the front? You can, in glorious black-and-white shot on location by the military s own movie
makers, using state of the art (1918-style) wooden boxes with crude brass-encased glass lenses,
metal hand cranks, and cumbersome tripods. Thousands of WWI-related motion picture reels sit in
the vaults at the National Archives and Records Administration facility in College Park, Maryland but
only 71 titles contain aviation footage. This amazing real-time visual history of the first ever air war
could have been lost to time. Luckily, with the publication of WAR WINGS: Films of the First Air War,
you can locate those needles in the giant haystack of the Archives, and know precisely what moving
images are on each reel. Absolutely indispensable to a student of World War I aviation. I wish I had
it when co-founding Wingspan, the Air Space Channel Phil Stewart s succinct real by reel, scene by
scene, analysis is...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional pdf as well as the font employed was intriguing to read through. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a worthy of reading
through. I am just delighted to inform you that here is the very best publication i actually have go through inside my very own existence and might be he
finest pdf for actually.
-- Saige Lang-- Saige Lang

It in a single of my personal favorite pdf. It really is writter in basic words instead of hard to understand. Your daily life period will be transform as soon as
you complete looking over this pdf.
-- Vena Sauer DDS-- Vena Sauer DDS
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